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10 “Countries” to Rule
By ScottWorld
Murdoch - The Trade
Australian
in 2050
Bangalore, India: The economy is suffering through a tough
phase, and there is no
definite picture how the
global economy will
look in the next year. In
a report by Citigroup
titled as Trade Transformed: The Emerging New Corridors of Trade Power, the
economists’ project that the world trade
in real terms is set to jump from $37 trillion in 2010 to $287 trillion in 2050. Chief
Economist, Willem Buiter recently published forecasts for global trade in 2050,
where Europe is predicted to face turmoil, China is expected to overtake U.S.
as the world’s leader in trade as early as
2015. Asia is expected to turn into the
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world’s largest regional trade corridor in
the coming time.
Listed below are 10 “countries” by
Business Insider that are expected to rule
the world economy by 2050.
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China’s
economy will not
break; instead, it
will continue its
vigorous energy
and stay as a
blaze of optimism
for the still fragile world economy in 2012. China is expected to overtake the U.S. to become
the world’s largest trader by 2015 and to
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DSU News & Notes

Dunlap-Stone University Reacts to Growth
University Continues Transformation as Industry Charts a Course of Change

As a premier provider of practical
and up-to-date international trade education and training, Dunlap-Stone University (DSU) has been very busy this
past year, growing to help more international traders learn how to safely and
efficiently move goods and services
across national borders and around the
world. We thank many people for assisting along the way: students, faculty, volunteers and other ardent supporters for
helping us understand and meet the
industry’s needs for education and training.
A number of factors have contributed to our growth and continued suc-

cess. Among them, the increased popularity of the college and its degree programs, continued interest in vocational
training certificate programs for the unemployed and workforce development
recipients, and student’s word of month
recommendations about their experiences
at DSU to friends and neighbors. With
growth comes change, and the college
has experienced a few growing pains as
we strive to serve you better. Over the
next few months, you may see changes
small and large as some process improvement efforts we initiated to meet this demand are rolled out. It is all part of the
DSU Growth- Continued on page 9
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President Obama Seeks
to Merge Trade Agencies
WASHINGTON – On Friday January 13th, President Barack Obama
asked Congress for greater power to
shrink the federal government, and his
first idea is merging six sprawling
trade and commerce agencies whose
overlapping programs can be baffling
to businesses, a senior administration
official told The Associated Press.
Obama called on Congress to
give him a type of reorganizational
power last held by a president when
Ronald Reagan was in office. The
Obama- Continued on page 12
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Notes from the President

On the Move at DSU
by Dr. Donald N. Burton
Everyone here at DSU wants
to thank all of our students and faculty for making 2011 such a success. The number of new companies who’ve begun having employees take classes is amazing. The
overwhelming comment made by
these new students is that they were
referred to the school by friends
and associates in their supply chain.
Again, I thank you.
With more students attending
our school come the challenges of
scheduling more classes and different classes throughout the year to
meet everyone’s needs. You will
notice in this issue (See page 13)
that the course offerings section has
been enlarged to show all the
classes we have starting.
The article about DSU’s
growth (See page 1) touches on
some of the other growth related
issues we are experiencing. Our
move to large facilities is right at
the top of my list. It will entail our
office being closed for one day
while the technology is moved.
That includes having the online
classroom being closed during the
move. Instructors will be notified
and students will not be penalized
for our scheduling.

Speaking of growth, President
Obama has suggested plans to the
U.S. Congress to merge several
trade related executive branch
agencies into one. (See article page
1) If that should occur, it will impact trade practices and will impact our courses as well. At DSU
experts have already begun to diagram the implications to industry
should he be granted the authority.
To us at DSU, we view the possible change as we view all the constant regulatory changes made by
the U.S. government and others—
we take it in stride. We are
equipped to handle it.
All the while, we tend to look
toward the future. The article on
page 1 about the “top 10 countries in trade” presents interesting
perspectives as to where trade is
headed. Hope you enjoy their perspective.
Its hard to miss the impressive
number of classes we offer every
month (See page 14). Even with
all that you see in this issue, some
people want even more offerings.
Let us know what you think…and
what you want. As always, thank
you for your continued strong support. Be well.

GlobalWatch® is published bi-monthly
by the
International Import-Export Institute.
Publication policies are at:
http://iiei.dunlap-stone.edu/globalwatch-rpublishing-policies/
“GlobalWatch” is a registered trademark of the
International Export Institute, Inc. All rights reserved.

Discover why training to become a
Certified U.S. Export Compliance
Officer® is important to U.S. aerospace & defense contractors and
their trade compliance personnel.

(800) 474-8013
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EU and U.S. Trade Relationship
Trade Statistics
Eurpean Commission

No other economic relationship in the world is as integrated as the
transatlantic economy, says the Eurpean Commission.
The EU and the US economies account together for about half the
entire world GDP and for nearly a third of world trade flows.
The transatlantic relationship also defines the shape of the global
economy as a whole as either the EU or the US is also the largest
trade and investment partner for almost all other countries in the
global economy.
The European Union and the United States have the largest bilateral
trade relationship in the world
Trade in goods
•
•

EU good exports to the US in 2010: €242.1 billion
EU goods imports from the US in 2010: €169.5 billion

Trade in services
•
•

EU services exports to the US 2010: €125.2 billion
EU services imports from the US in 2010: €131.0 billion

Foreign Direct Investment
•
•
•
•

EU investment flows to the US in 2009: €79.2 billion
US investment flows to the EU in 2009: €97.3 billion
Investment stocks inward in 2009: €1044 billion
Investment stocks outward in 2009: €1134 billion

More statistics online:
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/html/113465.htm
EU-US Economic Cooperation

The EU and the US enjoy the most integrated economic relationship in
the world, illustrated by unrivalled levels of mutual investment stocks,
reaching over €2.1 trillion. Total US investment in the EU is three times
higher than in all of Asia and EU investment in the US is around eight
times the amount of EU investment in India and China together.
Investments are thus the real driver of the transatlantic relationship,
contributing to growth and jobs on both sides of the Atlantic. This can
also be illustrated with approximately 15 million jobs linked to the
transatlantic economy. It is estimated that a third of the trade across the
Atlantic actually consists of intra-company transfers.
Source: http://ec.europa.eu/trade/creating-opportunities/bilateral-relations/
countries/united-states/

Deferrals Help Students
Pay for their Education
Sometimes it is difficult to pay
for your education even though your
employer will reimburse you the cost
of tuition after a class is over. Over
the years we’ve heard that a lot. In
response, DSU allows students who
qualify to enroll in classes and defer
paying the tuition until 28 days after
the start of class*. That means we
don’t charge your credit card until the
class is generally two-thirds over. With
typical credit card billing cycles**,
most students receive there credit
card statement after they receive their
course grade. That means they can
submit their grades for reimbursement
and use those monies to pay their
credit card bill.
This means your credit card
amount is paid each month saving
you from paying interest on the tuition expense.
Call an enrollment advisor today
to determine if you qualify for this
unique program. (800) 474-8013.
* Certain condtions and restrictions apply.
**DSU cannot be held liable for any credit card
billing cycles that do not align with our deferral
policy and DSU’s transaction charge date.

Want to know the
whole story about the
C-TPAT Program?
The next C-TPAT: Customs Trade Partnership Against
Terrorism Class (TRD-143)
starts

February 23
Class size is limited.
Enroll today.
(800) 474-8013
Have you visited the
DSU Online Store
Go to:
http://www.dunlap-stone.edu/store/

It’s new and growing
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BIS Update
Bureau of Industry and Security

FEDEX SETTLES CHARGES OF CAUSING, AIDING AND ABETTING
UNLICENSED EXPORTS

WASHINGTON – The U.S.
Department of Commerce’s Bureau
of Industry and Security (BIS)
announced that FedEx Express
(FedEx), Memphis, TN, has
agreed to pay a $370,000 civil
penalty to settle allegations that it
committed six violations of the
Export Administration Regulations
(EAR) relating to FedEx’s
provision of freight forwarding
services to exporters.
BIS alleged that on two
occasions in 2006, FedEx caused,
aided and abetted acts prohibited
by the regulations when it facilitated
the attempted unlicensed export of
electronic components from the
United States to Mayrow in Dubai,
United Arab Emirates. The exports
to Mayrow were thwarted when
delivery was halted at BIS’s
direction. On June 5, 2006, BIS
had issued a General Order
imposing a license requirement with
a presumption of denial for the
export or reexport of any item
subject to the EAR to Mayrow
General Trading and related
entities. The General Order was
issued based on information that
Mayrow and the related entities
were acquiring electronic
components and devices that were
being used in Improvised Explosive
Devices deployed against Coalition
forces in Iraq and Afghanistan.
BIS also alleged that in
December 2005, FedEx caused,
aided and abetted acts prohibited
by the regulations when it facilitated
the unlicensed export of flight

simulation software to Beijing
University of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, a/k/a Beihang
University, an organization listed on
the U.S. Department of
Commerce’s Entity List and located
in the People’s Republic of China.
The Commerce Department’s
Entity List contains a list of names
of foreign persons – including
businesses, research institutions,
government
and
private
organizations, and individuals – that
have been determined through an
interagency review process to have
engaged in activities contrary to
U.S. national security and/or foreign
policy interests. These persons are
restricted from receiving items
subject to U.S. jurisdiction.
Lastly, BIS alleged that on three
occasions in 2004, FedEx caused,
aided and abetted acts prohibited
by the regulations when it facilitated
the unlicensed export of printer
components from the United States
to end users in Syria. Facilitating the
export of commodities to Syria
without the required U.S.
Department of Commerce export
license was prohibited under
General Order No. 2 as set forth in
Supplement 1 to part 736 of the
EAR.

The Next
Understanding the EAR
class (TRD-307)
starts starts
February 6th.
Class size is limited
Enroll Today!

Former Managing Director of PPG
Paints Trading (Shanghai) Co., Ltd,
Pleads Guilty

Xun Wang, a former Managing
Director of PPG Paints Trading
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd., a whollyowned Chinese subsidiary of United
States-based PPG Industries, Inc.,
pled guilty to conspiring to violate
the International Emergency
Economic Powers Act, announced
Ronald C. Machen Jr., U.S.
Attorney for the District of
Columbia, and Eric L. Hirschhorn,
U.S. Department of Commerce
Under Secretary for Industry and
Security.
Wang, 51, entered the guilty
plea before the Honorable Emmet
G. Sullivan of the U.S. District Court
for the District of Columbia, She
faces a maximum sentence of five
years of incarceration and a fine of
up to $250,000. No sentencing date
was set. As part of her plea
agreement with the government,
Wang has agreed to cooperate with
law enforcement.
“At the end of last year, the
Chinese subsidiary of a U.S.
company pleaded guilty to illegally
exporting high-performance
coatings for use in a Pakistani
nuclear reactor,” said U.S.
Attorney Machen. “Today we are
pleased to see the former managing
director of that subsidiary accept
responsibility for her role in the
crime. We also welcome the
defendant’s decision to cooperate
with the government in our ongoing
investigation of this blatant violation
of U.S. export laws.”
Concurrently, Wang has settled
an administrative proceeding
brought by the Department of
Commerce regarding the same
PPG - Continued on page 11
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DDT
C
DDTC

Update

Directorate of Defense Trade Controls

Proposed revisions to ITAR Part
129 regarding “brokers”
On December 19, 2011, the
Department of State’s Directorate of
Defense Trade Controls (DDTC)
published in the Federal Register (http:/
/www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2011-1219/pdf/2011-32432.pdf) its proposed
revisions to the brokering regulations
set forth in Part 129 of the International
Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR). The
notice includes other proposed changes
to Parts 122 and 129 that we anticipate
will directly impact registration and other
compliance requirements for most
DDTCregistered parties, even those that
have managed to avoid Part 129 activities
in the past. If adopted as proposed, the
new brokering rules would clearly apply
to more parties involved (even indirectly)
in defense trade transactions and
require manufacturers and exporters of
defense articles to pay closer attention
to Part 129 requirements.
Summary of Proposed Changes
The proposed Part 129 revisions
have been in the making for eight years.
As expected, the proposed rule “clarifies” the broad, extraterritorial reach of
Part 129 by removing the qualifying
phrase “who acts as an agent for others” from the definition of “broker” in §
129.2, but otherwise leaving intact an
immensely broad description of which
activities constitute “brokering.”
The key elements of the proposed
rule changes include:
• replacing the current definitions of “broker” (including the “agent/
acts for others” language) and
“brokering activity” with a significantly
broader approach—”any action to facilitate the manufacture, export, reexport,
import, transfer, or retransfer of a defense
article or defense service”;
• adding a new certification requirement in § 126.13, which would require all license applicants to identify
all brokers and describe brokering activities related to the transaction(s) to
be licensed;

• adding an illustrative (“including, but not limited to…”) list of
covered brokering activities in §
129.2(b), even though many of these
same covered activities (i.e., financing,
insuring, transporting or freight forwarding) would be exempt from registration and prior approval requirements
under a revised § 129.3(b)(2);
• adding a new § 129.2(e) to
separately list activities not considered
brokering activities and thus not covered by Part 129 at all, such as domestic transactions by U.S. persons (via
an existing provision to the same effect being moved from § 129.2(b)), “official” activities of U.S. government
employees (presently addressed as a
registration exemption in § 129.3(b))
and certain administrative and legal
services;
• clarifying in a new § 129.2(d)
the circumstances in which foreign
persons are subject to Part 129, which
includes any time the foreign person
is present in the United States,
brokering U.S. origin defense articles
or services outside the United States,
brokering outside the United States
that will result in imports of defense
articles into the United States, or acting on behalf of a U.S. person;
• exempting “exclusive” brokers (including unaffiliated brokers)
from separate registration, but only if
they act on behalf of only one DDTCregistered company (and its listed affiliates) and if the registered company
lists the exclusive broker in its own
statement of registration;
• removing dual registration requirements for manufacturers and exporters already registered under Part
122;
• clarifying the types of material changes to information contained
in statements of registration that require notification to DDTC pursuant
to § 122.4(a), making notification for
all other changes due at the time of
the registrant’s next annual registration renewal;

• removing the concept of “prior
notice” and consolidating authorization
requirements under one subsection for
“prior approvals”;
• clearly tying prior approval requirements to registration requirements,
such that exemption from registration
also means exemption from prior approval requirements;
• clarifying existing exemptions
from prior approval requirements and
adding a new exemption for brokering
of U.S.-origin defense articles and services that are not designated as significant military equipment (SME), provided that the end use is by an international organization or foreign government; and
• limiting reporting obligations
to persons required to register and allowing reports to be submitted either
with annual registration submissions or
within 30 days thereof.
Likely Impact on ITAR Compliance
DDTC has been working on this
proposed revision to Part 129 for nearly
a decade, and has negotiated its content with industry and the Defense
Trade Advisory Group (DTAG). Unfortunately, many of DTAG’s recommenITAR 129 - Continued on page 7

Become a CIP
The highest industry standard of
proficiency offered by IIEI Certification for those charged with administration of the International
Traffic in Arms Regulations.
To discover how you can train
to become an elite, in-demand
ITAR professional, call a
training Advisor TODAY.

(800) 474-8013
Experienced ITAR Professionals
are in high demand
throughout industry
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In Compliance....
Trade Compliance in a New Age
In the increasingly complex
world of the global supply chain,
trade compliance is more than knowing and administering any one
government’s trade regulations. It is
a necessity that those involved in
maintaining compliance be up to the
challenge. Long past are the days
when one person or a small group
with on-the-job-training and attendance at short training seminars once
a year are able to prevent export violations caused by sophisticated and
devious “bad players.”. To prevent
violations now requires a dedicated,
disciplined effort by a team of highly
trained professionals working in
concert throughout the supply chain
to prevent export violations.
With the increased sophistication
of the requirements to maintain compliance, it can no longer be viewed
as a job anybody can do with minimal training and education. It has
become a challenging, demanding
discipline that must be attended to
by experts. It has also become the
painful Achilles heel of exporters of
controlled goods and services who
are unprepared for the challenge.
Compliance’s importance to any
organization cannot be overstated.
Failure to maintain compliance with
the various regulatory bodies’ rules
throughout the global supply chain
can bring down any exporter who
repeatedly violates the law.
In equal parts, it is knowing how
to apply the regulations expertly as
trade moves between countries and
what processes and controls need
to be in place long before the goods
leave the shipping dock that demonstrates the complexity of issues and
the level of knowledge and skills
needed.

The discipline requires knowing
the details of how to ensure violations are not going to happen by understanding the weaknesses of systems and people. It is knowing who
does what and how so that the empowered official can do his or her
job in protecting exports. It is understanding the inertia in the system,
the possible failures of people with
their narrow view of the tasks at
hand, balanced with the intention of
the rules and regulations that ensure
both the spirit and intent of the regulations are met while the export intent is equally achieved.
The discipline requires compliance professionals to have a broad
mastery of many bodies of knowledge, not just their native country’s
regulations, and yet see the integration of the supply chain as a system
that can not be violated.
Without the discipline and training to see the protracted compliance
effort in advance and thus to understand the requisite planning, organizing, leading and controlling necessary
to ensure unerring compliance over
all aspects of trade compliance as a
problem set, companies will be at
continued risk to meet this challenge.
It requires development of skill sets
far beyond regulatory knowledge and
seminar attendance. It implies a need
for professional development beyond
anything seen in the past if companies expect to survive in the future.
It has become a profession and a
demanding career.
This new order requires training
and education at a new level with a
new objective: continuous compliance training and education combined
with validation of knowledge and

proficiency to assure protection
from risk. That is why the Dunlap-Stone University (DSU) offers such
a vast array of online accredited indepth college courses. Currently,
DSU has over 50 trade related online
courses available to choose from,
available throughout the year.
Nearly every possible specialized
topic and discipline to meet a trade
compliance professional’s needs are
being taught throughout the year. If
trade compliance is your profession
and you’ve chosen it as your career, the International Import-Export
Institute at Dunlap-Stone University
is here to serve you. If you are looking for a well paid career path that
offers unparalleled opportunity and
growth, compliance may be what
you’re looking for. Experts agree
that trade compliance professionals
are in very high demand. Contact
an advisor today to see how we can
help you meet your education and
training needs.

ertified
Certified
I TAR
Professional
rofessional

R

This lapel pin signifies the
wearer has attained IIEI
Certification’s highest-level
of industry recognition of
proficiency over the ITAR
regulations and
its administration.
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CBP Selects Brokers to Participate in
Simplified Entry Pilot
Washington — U.S. Customs and
Border Protection (CBP) has selected nine brokers to participate
in its pilot test of simplified entry
for air cargo. The pilot, jointly created by CBP and the trade, is designed to test the Automated Commercial Environment entry capability.
ACE is the commercial trade
processing system being developed
by CBP to facilitate trade while
strengthening border security.
“This is a real win-win,” says
Allen Gina, assistant commissioner
for CBP’s Office of International
Trade. “The pilot will enhance
national security because CBP can
identify and address potential risks
earlier in the process, and cargo will
be expedited because the importers
have more time to resolve potential
problems before the goods arrive
in the U.S.”
The pilot participants are A.N.
Deringer, Inc., Expeditors, FedEx
Trade Networks, FH Kaysing,
Janel Group of New York, Kuehne
+ Nagel Inc., Livingston
International, Page & Jones, Inc.,
and UPS.
Pilot participants will submit a
reduced amount of information—
12 required and three optional data
elements—prior to the arrival of
the merchandise for transporting

IIEI Certification
training at Dunlap-Stone
University

the cargo to the U.S. The simplified
entry can be filed much earlier in
the import process, allowing an
expanded window of opportunity to
identify potential risks earlier. It will
also allow pilot participants to
update entry information, providing
CBP more accurate data and
enhancing cargo security.
The pilot eliminates the current
entry, CBP Form 3461, replacing it
with a streamlined set of data. This
simplifies the merchandise release
process, and reduces transaction
costs for the trade.
Pilot participants will file entries
for their clients. Clients of the
brokers selected include Nike, USA
Inc., GE Energy, Chrysler Group
LLC, New Balance Athletic Shoe,
Inc., Ford Motor Company, Boeing,
and Lear Corporation.
CBP received 40 applications
in response to its November 9
Federal Register notice announcing
the pilot. For more information on
simplified entry and ACE, please
visit the following links.
U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) is the unified
border agency within the Department of Homeland Security
charged with the management,
control, and protection of our
Nation’s borders at and between
the official ports of entry. CBP
is charged with keeping terrorists and terrorist weapons out of
the country while enforcing hundreds of U.S. laws.
Contact:
Erlinda Byrd
CBP Public Affairs
Phone: (202) 344-1593

dations were not adopted in DDTC’s proposal. We therefore do not expect DDTC
to make substantial revisions between
now and publication of the final rule.
Nonetheless, comments are being accepted through February 17, 2012, and
may yield some influence on the final
rule’s content or elicit helpful commentary from DDTC in the Federal Register
notice announcing the final rule. Since
few changes of substance or scope are
expected, practicing brokers, potential
brokers and those that work with them
should immediately focus on the steps
they must take to prepare for the new
Part 129 brokering regime.
There is some good news for DDTCregistered parties in the December 19 proposal. The revision to § 122.4(a)—which
is not a brokering-specific provision—
will alleviate the burden of § 122.4(a)
“material change” notifications for
changes in senior management and
USML categories. In addition, allowing
DDTC registrants under Part 122 to identify themselves and their affiliates as brokers in one registration statement would
be a welcome and sensible change to the
brokering regime. The ability to add unaffiliated but “exclusive” brokers to one’s
registration statement may prove to be
another useful compliance shortcut.
However, it is hard to predict whether
independent, third-party defense brokers
will prefer being tied to an “exclusive”
brokering arrangement to maintaining
their own, separate Part 129 registration.
The latter would leave open the prospect
of representing other DDTC-registered
defense article manufacturers.
The rule also, however, broadly expands upon the scope of what activities
are considered “brokering” and will bring
more parties under the regulatory reach
of Part 129. DDTC is clearly sending a
message that non-U.S. sales affiliates and
third-party representatives or independent contractors that promote a DDTC
registrant’s catalog of USML products
and services in nearly any way are going
to be covered by the new definition of
brokering activity, even if registration and
prior approval requirements will be reduced at the same time (recall that anyone not required to separately register
ITAR 129 - Continued on page 12
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Country Profile

Dominican
Re pub
lic
public

The Spanish speaking island nation of the Dominican Republic is comprised of the eastern two-thirds of the
island of Hispaniola,
between the Caribbean Sea and the
North
Atlantic
Ocean, east of
Haiti. Its terrain is
rugged highlands
and mountains with
fertile valleys interspersed. The climate is tropical
maritime; little seasonal temperature variation; seasonal
variation in rainfall. It lies in the middle
of the hurricane belt and subject to severe storms from June to October; occasional flooding; periodic droughts
Christopher COLUMBUS explored and claimed the island on his
first voyage in 1492; it became a
springboard for Spanish conquest of
the Caribbean and the American mainland.
Its civil law system is based on the
French civil code; Criminal Procedures
Code modified in 2004 to include im-

portant elements of an accusatory
system
The Dominican Republic has
long been viewed
primarily as an exporter of sugar,
coffee, and tobacco, but in recent years the service sector has
overtaken agriculture
as
the
economy’s largest
employer, due to
growth in telecommunications, tourism, and free
trade zones. The economy is
highly dependent upon the US, the
destination for nearly 60% of exports. Remittances from the US
amount to about a tenth of GDP,
equivalent to almost half of exports
and three-quarters of tourism receipts. The country suffers from
marked income inequality; the
poorest half of the population receives less than one-fifth of GDP,
while the richest 10% enjoys
nearly 40% of GDP. High unemployment and underemployment remains an important
long-term challenge. The
Central America-Dominican Republic Free Trade
Agreement (CAFTA-DR)
came into force in March
2007, boosting investment
and exports and reducing
losses to the Asian garment
industry. The growth of the
Dominican Republic’s
economy rebounded in 2010
from the global recession,
and remains one of the fastest growing in the region.

Dominican Republic
at a Glance
GDP (purchasing power parity):
$87.25 billion (2010 est.)
$80.97 billion (2009 est.)
GDP (official exchange rate):
$51.63 billion (2010 est.)
GDP - real growth rate:
7.8% (2010 est.)
GDP - per capita (PPP):
$8,900 (2010 est.)
Labor force:
4.63 million (2010 est.)
Unemployment rate:
13.3% (2010 est.)
Inflation rate (consumer prices):
6.3% (2010 est.)
Agriculture - products:
sugarcane, coffee, cotton, cocoa,
tobacco, rice, beans, potatoes, corn,
bananas; cattle, pigs, dairy products,
beef, eggs
Industries:
tourism, sugar processing, ferronickel
and gold mining, textiles, cement,
tobacco
Industrial production growth rate:
1.5% (2010 est.)
Exports:
$6.598 billion (2010 est.)
Exports - commodities:
ferronickel, sugar, gold, silver, coffee,
cocoa, tobacco, meats, consumer
goods
Exports - partners:
US 52%, Haiti 13.6% (2010)
Imports:
$15.3 billion (2010 est.)
$12.26 billion (2009 est.)
Imports - commodities:
foodstuffs, petroleum, cotton and
fabrics, chemicals and pharmaceuticals
Imports - partners:
US 44%, Venezuela 7%, China 6.1%,
Mexico 4.9%, Colombia 4.8% (2010)
Exchange Rate Dominican pesos
(DOP) per US dollar - 36.92 (2010)
Internet hosts: 283,298 (2010)
Internet users: 2.701 million (2009)
Source: CIA World Fact Book

Santo Domingo, the Capital
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school’s continuous process improvement program across the organization aimed at not interrupting
classes while maintaining our high
standards of customer service and
quality education.
In this and future issues of
GlobalWatch®, you will see some
of the enhancements. The bimonthly
publication
of
GlobalWatch® will continue, but
some of the material readers are
used to seeing in it will be moved to
another
new
publication,
CertificationWatchTM. This new,
electronically-distributed newsletter
will debut in February 2012. It will
be a publication for IIEI Certification, a sister company of DunlapStone University, focusing solely on
certification issues—global standards, certification recommendations, volunteer perspectives and
outreach, certification partners, and
special activities central to international trade industry standards. It
will be the new location for announcing those who have passed
their IIEI Certification exams earning industry certification. There is
no need to subscribe to the new
newsletter if you are a current subscriber to GlobalWatch®, though
you will still be abe to opt in or out
of either publication. For those not
currently subscribed, go to

Unemployed?
Are you eligible for Workforce
Development Grants or assistance for Vocational Training? If
so, contact your local or state
agency and apply for entry into
one of our international trade
related job training programs.
Learn how to help keep
America’s trade safe. Call today
to find out how to tap into state
funding for your new career.

(800) 474-8013

V O L U M E 11, I S S U E 12
www.industrycertification.org/subscribe to register to receive this free
publication. Watch for your friends,
associates and foreign trade counterparts in the certification lists each
issue for newly certified professionals.
Continuing a long-standing tradition of presenting trade-related
topics of interest to international
trade professionals, GlobalWatch®
remains focused on providing timely
articles and information in support
of international trade, including regulatory trade compliance rule changes
and updates that are critical to the
industry. Those interested in contributing articles to either publication
should let us know.
In March of 2012, Dunlap-Stone
University will move to larger accommodations here in Phoenix so
we can add more services to better
support our students and meet their
needs through a range of academic
and student services programs. The
move corresponds with other growth
initiatives you’ll see announced over
the next year. We have made every
effort to ensure the move does not
disrupt our normal routine, but just
in case—we appreciate your patience and hope you will ignore a little
construction dust. Current students
will receive more information as we
get closer to the move. DSU’s online
classroom is getting a boost when
we move to the new facilities. Although speed has always been good,
students should see even faster responses as we upgrade our network.
In 2012, students should find it
easier to get in the classes they want.
New faculty members, additional
class section, and scheduling protocols are just a few of the changes
made at DSU to ensure students
have more opportunities to register
for in-demand classes. But it is still
strongly recommended that students

register early to ensure they get the
class start date they desire.
Students who began as continuing education students and are now
pursuing their degree have seen a
number of new opportunities over
the last few years to take courses
that relate to their professional goals
as electives that count toward their
degree and build an even stronger
professional skill set. The path to
graduation could include courses
like Empowered Officials Essentials
(TRD-257), Trade Compliance Audits (TRD-330) or even the US Customs Broker Exam Prep course
(TRD-304). Or, as more and more
general education courses are
added to the catalog, students can
expand their world view with
courses like Terrorism in the 21st
Century (HAS-260), Critical Thinking and Analysis (HAS-103), or
Leadership Fundamentals (MGT135).
The year 2012 is sure to be an
interesting year of change at DSU
and within the industry we serve. We
wish everyone a happy and prosperous New Year.

Deadline Set:
April 2, 2012
Bridge Exam Offered
Limited Time Offer

Attention CUSECO certification
holders: Ask your training Advisor
about a limited time offer from
IIEI Certification for a shorter
path exam to become a Certified
ITAR Professional®.
Call today for details!
(800) 474-8013 U.S & Canada
1+602-648-5750

Don’t Miss this Opportunity!
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remain in the top spot for the rest of
our forecast horizon. It has already
occupied the spot of the top exporter
of goods and services. China is set
to maintain its economic overhaul,
and pull out its economy from the
deep dependence on exports and set
free for more domestic demand.
China is expected to trade for around
$52.2 trillion by 2050, with around
18.2 percent of world trade. China
currently accounts for 9.5 percent of
world trade, which is $ 3.6 trillion and
it will soon overtake U.S. by 2015.
Chinese leaders have also expressed
a rigid assurance to reduce trade
barriers and encourage regional integration in the Asia-Pacific region.

not included in the list of top 10 countries by trade in 2010, it is expected
to set an account for 2.8 percent of
world trade in 2015 and 5.6 percent
by 2030. The country is expected to
trade $25.7 trillion by 2050 including
9 percent of world trade.
U.S.A

The top global leader in trade,
U.S. ranks third in the list. Accounting for a
massive
10.7 percent of
world
trade, it
will only
account
8.2 perIndia
cent of
The Economy of India is the world trade in 2030. The slowdown
ninth largest in the world by nominal in the growth of real GDP in the first
GDP and
quarter of 2011 showed that the
the fourth
economy is not gaining momentum,
largest by
dampening prospects for a meaningPurchasing
ful reduction in unemployment in the
P o w e r
near future. The U.S. is expected
Parity
to lose ground to India and China
(PPP). It is
with $19.1 trillion by 2050 with 6.6
one of the
percent of world trade.
G-20 major
Germany
economies
German economy has shown reand a member of BRICS. The ecosilience
in 2011. Being the largest
nomic growth, as calculated by the
economy
in
Gross Domestic Product, improved
to 8.5 percent in 2010-11 from 8 per- the European
cent in 2009-10 due to better farm Union its
output and construction activities and manufacturfinancial services performance. In- ing industry
dia is ranked at second position in contributed
the report. Though the country was 25 percent of

Career Education Planning
Need help determining which certification
training or degree is right for you and
your career? Our friendly Advisors are
ready to help you navigate through your
questions and to help you put together a
training plan that meets yours needs.
Email: info@expandglobal.com

Call Today (800) 474-8013

GDP more than twice the value
added from manufacturing in the
UK. In 2010 Germany accounted
for 7.6 percent of world trade at
$2.86 trillion. Though trade is projected to increase to $5.8 trillion in
2030, it will account for just 4.7
percent of world trade.
Korea
South Korea has a market
economy
w h i c h
ranks 15th
in
the
world by
nominal
GDP and
12th by
Purchasing
Power Parity (PPP), identifying it
as one of the G-20 major economies. Despite the global financial
crisis, the South Korean economy
was able to avoid a recession unlike most industrialized economies.
In 2010, South Korea made a strong
economic rebound with a growth
rate of 6.1 percent, signaling a return of the economy to pre-crisis
levels. South Korea’s export has
recorded $424 billion in the first
eleven months of the year 2010.
The South Korean economy of the
21st century is expected to grow
from 3.9 percent to 4.2 percent
annually between 2011 and 2030,
similar to growth rates of developing countries such as Brazil or Russia. At $1.05 trillion Korea accounted for 2.8 percent of world
trade in 2010. This figure is set to
rise to $4.7 trillion and account for
3.8 percent of world trade by 2030.
Indonesia
Indonesia makes to the list for
the first time motivated by trade
with China, Japan and the European
Union. Although the country’s
economy slowed to 4.5 percent
10 Countries - Continued on page 11
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10 Countries - Continued from page 10

growth in
2009 from
the 6 percent-plus
growth rate
recorded in
2007 and
2008, by
2010 growth returned back to a 6
percent rate. Indonesia outperformed most of its regional neighbors during the recession. The government in 2011 faces the challenge
of improving Indonesia’s infrastructure to eliminate hindrances to
growth, addressing the climate
change concerns, predominantly
with regard to conserving
Indonesia’s forests and peat lands.
The figure for Indonesia is set to
rise to $8.8 trillion and account for
3.1 percent of world trade by 2050
Hong Kong
Though Hong Kong did not
m a k e
into the
list in
2010, it is
e x pected
to jump
to seventh position with $3.8 trillion in trade in
2030. Going by country’s strong
economic performance in the first
half of the year the GDP growth in
Hong Kong in 2011 was up to 5.8
percent. But the economic expan-

IIEI Certification

®
“The Global Trade
Certification Standard”

sion is expected to slow down to 4.6
percent in this year. By 2050 the figure will rise to $8.5 trillion and account for 2.3 percent of world trade.

percent. Singapore will account for
2.7 percent of world trade in 2030
and its trade will total $3.2 trillion in
2030.

Japan

United Kingdom

Japan’s GDP Growth in the final three months of 2010 was 2.9 percent but total GDP
Growth for
2010 was
4.0 percent,
one of the
highest
growth
rates for about 20 years. But Japan’s
economy was disrupted in March
2011 due to the earthquake and the
effect of the tsunami. Japan at $1.78
trillion accounted for 4.8 percent of
world trade in 2010 is predicted to
triple in the rankings. By 2030, it will
account for only 3.5 percent of world
trade.

Higher
inflation in
UK lead to
a period of
higher interest rates.
Huge level
of household debt were left to be repaid and
probability of asset price deflation.
UK’s trade is set to rise from $1.77
trillion in 2015, to $3.2 trillion in 2030
and account of 2.6 percent of world
trade.

Singapore
Singapore’s economy grew 3.6
percent in the final three months
which lifted
the growth
for
the
whole year
to 4.8 perc e n t .
Manufacturing continued to grow in the last quarter
expanding 6.9 percent on a yearly
basis. Services also rose by 4.6 percent while construction grew just 1.5

PPG - Continued on page 11

subject matter as her criminal case.
As part of her settlement
agreement, Wang has agreed to pay
a civil penalty of $200,000 with
another $50,000 payment suspended,
and to be placed on the Department
of Commerce’s Denied Persons List
for a period of five years with an
additional five years suspended. As
a Denied Person, Wang will be
prohibited from directly or indirectly
participating in any transaction
involving a commodity, software or
technology exported, or to be
exported, from the United States
that is subject to Department of
Commerce regulations.
For remainder of story go to www.bis.gov

The Practical Choice
Prepare for your future in international
trade at Dunlap-Stone University
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Obama version would be a consolidation authority allowing him to propose mergers that promise to save
money and help consumers. The
deal would entitle him to an up-ordown vote from Congress in 90
days.
It would be up to lawmakers,
therefore, to first grant President
Obama this fast-track authority and
then decide whether to approve any
of his specific ideas.
Obama announced his plans on
Friday, January 13, 2012 in the
White House. (See link at the end
of this story.).
At the time, Obama grabbed attention by pointing out the absurdity
of government inefficiency. In what
he called his favorite example,
Obama said: “The Interior Department is in charge of salmon while
they’re in fresh water, but the Commerce Department handles them
when they’re in saltwater. And I
hear it gets even more complicated
once they’re smoked.”
The White House said the problem is serious for consumers who
turn to their government for help and
often do not know where to begin.
Not in decades has the government
undergone a sustained reorganization of itself. Presidents have tried
from time to time, but each part of
the bureaucracy has its own defenders inside and outside the government, which can make merger ideas
politically impossible. That’s particularly true because “efficiency” is
often another way of saying people
will lose their jobs.

P A G E 12
If Congress approves, Obama’s first
project would be to combine six major operations of the government that
focus on business and trade.
They are: the Commerce
Department’s core business and
trade functions; the Small Business Administration; the Office
of the U.S. Trade Representative; the Export-Import Bank;
the Overseas Private Investment Corporation; and the Trade
and Development Agency. The
goal would be one agency designed
to help businesses thrive.
The unnamed official said 1,000
to 2,000 jobs would be cut, but the
administration would do so through
attrition; that is, as people routinely
leave their jobs over time.
The administration said the
merger would save $3 billion over 10
years by getting rid of duplicative
overhead costs, human resources divisions and programs.
The point, the official said, is not
just making the government smaller
but better by saving people time and
eliminating bureaucratic nightmares.
The idea for the consolidated business agency grew out of discussions
with hundreds of business leaders
and agency heads over the last several months.
Excerpted from Source: http://
www.silive.com/news/index.ssf/
2012/01/
president_obama_seeks_power_to.html
President’s speech: http://
www.whitehouse.gov/the-pressoffice/2012/01/13/remarks-president-government-reform

ITAR 129 - Continued from page 7

would also not be required to seek prior
approval for their brokering according
to revised § 129.7(a)(1)). At least the
accompanying changes will perhaps
make it easier for multinationals to understand registration requirements and
manage broker registrations for foreign
sales affiliates, even if those registrations are covering a much larger number of parties.
The other change with a potentially large but less obvious impact is
the revised § 126.13, which would require each license applicant to disclose
brokering activity in export license applications. While not an entirely new
requirement, DDTC’s decision to make
this part of the § 126.13 certification and
solicit details about brokering activity
in connection with every license application could cause delay in approvals
where the applicant has disclosed the
involvement of an unregistered broker.
Conclusions and Recommendations
If implemented without significant
changes, this proposed rule change will
both expand the scope of the brokering
provisions in the ITAR and streamline
associated compliance requirements.
Brokers, potential brokers and DDTCregistered manufacturers and exporters
should take proactive steps to review
their affiliated and nonaffiliated sales
and marketing partners and identify
those parties that need to maintain
separate registrations or can be added
to their own (e.g., affiliates that broker
and unaffiliated “exclusive” brokers).
Those parties that are registered should
review the new registration and prior
approval requirements and determine
whether their activities allow them to
cease separate Part 129 registrations
and prior approvals. Given how long
this rule has been expected, DDTC may
not show much flexibility on implementation once the final rule is adopted.
Source: http://www.lexology.com/library/
detail.aspx?g=488f32a7-51d4-4da2-8fd1d2a9a43bd22e

U.S. Military & Family Members Can Apply for the 25% Military Scholarship
Service Members from all eras, including Vietnam Veterans and their Family Members Qualify*.
* Certain restrictions and conditions apply. Speak with an Enrollment Advisor for complete details
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Dunlap-Stone University
Honor - Distinction - Excellence

New Student Assistance
New students, even those who
have not attended school for many
years, find DSU’s online classroom
and learning model friendly to navigate and easy to get up to speed. That
is what recent surveys revealed.
Students also told us that when
they needed assistance to enter the
classroom for the first time and
sought help familiarizing themselves
with the classroom that they were very
pleased with the assistance they received from our technical support
department and how really easy the
technology was to use.

Miss Your Class Start?
Even though you may not have
registered in time for the class you
wanted or it filled before you got
approval for the class, you should
still talk to your Counselor or Advisor about putting your name on a
waiting list for the next time a class
is offered. You might be surprised
that there are others already on the
list and that by adding your name
that there are enough to start another class right away. So don’t feel
left out. Help us include you in our
planning.

Dunlap-Stone University
Student Honor Roll
Honor - Distinction - Excellence
Amy Alatorre - WI
Stanley Allen - AL
Linda Avila - CA
Alicia Banks - VA
Dave Baptiste - FL
Cynthia Barron - CT
Barbie Beavers – MO
Stefan Breitkopf - PA
Christine Brekke – WI
Michael Bundy – CO
Kathy Butler - CT
Terri Carter – IA
Liren Chen - IL
Jorge Chromoy – NJ
Joshua Clepper - PA
Galen Cloud – TX
Carla Cook – MO
Glade Cunningham – OH
Brian Dalrymple – TX
Marcia Davis - CA
Janis Dorenbush - MI
Sherida Feazell – VA
Ray Fischer – Canada
Eva Galfi - Australia

DSU’s Newest Graduate

Congratuations to our newest
graduate: Robyne Roberts. She has
earned her Associates of Arts degree
in Business Administration. Well
done, Robyne, from the faculty and
staff.

The students shown here have demonstrated
outstanding “A” performance for two
or more consecutive semesters.

Kimberly Gibson - CA
Maurits Gorlee – Netherlands
Teresha Groseclose - VA
Susan Hayes - AZ
Jan Hoffman – WI
Thao Huynh - KS
Collins Jackson - VA
Mery Jones-Prout - FL
Patricia Keller - FL
Vickie Lanich - OH
Lourdes Leon – FL
Henry Lindon - LA
Dana Madhu – TX
Roxanne Malik – MA
Patti Mann - ID
Jeffrey Marden - FL
Terrance Mason - VA
Katrina Michaelis - ID
John Montgomery – TX
Danielle Mulka - MI
Tamara Overton - FL
Kelly Pacy - FL
Donna Parks – MD
Jurgen Plitt - CA

Kimberly Pritula – NH
Jessica Quain - VA
Christina Quintal – MI
Patience Ramsey – CO
Nicole Reichow – MN
David Richards - DC
Robyne Roberts – FL
Amy Roche – WI
Thomas Rose - Canada
Elizabeth Sanders – VA
Beth Schroll – PA
Markus Sorrells – MD
Nikita Stamm - KY
Vincent Sullivan – CA
Pamela Turinsky - PA
Denise van Amstel - TN
Doris Van Milligan – MI
Daniel Weinstein - TX
Jody Wesley - CO
Charlton Winston – FL
Philip Wolf – FL

Congratulations to Everyone! Well done!
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Class Start Dates
January 2012
BUS-102 Introduction to Business
BUS-111 Customer Service Basics
BUS-113 Topics in Contemporary Business
BUS-303 International Business Ethics
BUS-403 International Marketing
FAE-230 Business Accounting
HAS-105 Writing Across the Curriculum
SCM-125 Port Authority
SCM-202 21st Century Logistics
SCM-376 Purchasing in the Global Marketplace
STM-385 Information Systems
TRD-141 Incoterms(R) 2010
TRD-201 Exporting/Importing Environment
TRD-307 Understanding the EAR
TRD-320 Ethics in Trade Compliance
HAS-260 Terrorism in the 21st Century
TRD-299 Agreements Under the ITAR
TRD-311 Documentation for Export Compliance
TRD-304 U.S. Customs Broker Exam Prep
BUS-404 Researching the Global Village
TRD-306 Understanding the ITAR

February 2012
TRD-311 Documentation for Export Compliance
TRD-304 US Customs Broker Exam Prep
TRD-307 Understanding the EAR
BUS-118 Introduction to Business Writing
BUS-401 Global Culture
FAE-263 Microeconomics
FAE-302 Global Finance
MGT-335 Modern Management Principles
MGT-402 Global Strategic Management
MGT-445 Human Resource Management
SCM-379 Warehousing Principles and Practices
TRD-140 Importing Duties and Regulations
MGT-135 Fundamentals of Leadership
TRD-225 Documentation for the Global Village
TRD-306 Understanding the ITAR
HAS-132 Introduction to Psychology
HAS-240 Shakespeare I
TRD-129 Introduction to Importing
TRD-143 Introduction to C-TPAT
TRD-308 Mastering ITAR Exemptions
TRD-320 Ethics in Trade Compliance
TRD-330 Export Compliance Audits

March 2012
STM-106 Computing Essentials
BUS-101 Getting Started in International Trade
TRD-214 Trade Compliance Environment 1
TRD-318 Introduction to OFAC
BUS 405 Global Business Plan
TRD-311 Documentation for Export Compliance
TRD-331 University Export Compliance Environment
TRD-307 Understanding the EAR
TRD-326 UK Bribery Act of 2010
TRD-320 Ethics in Trade Compliance
TRD-201 Exporting Importing Environment
TRD-215 Trade Compliance Training 2
TRD-306 Understanding the ITAR
BUS-403 Global Marketing
BUS-440 Legal Environment of Business
FAE-230 Business Accounting
FAE-450 International Economics
HAS-103 Critical Thinking and Analysis
MGT-345 Organizational Behavior
SCM-412 Global Supply Chain Management
STM-160 Business Statistics
TRD-311 Documentation for Export Compliance

Add a Class Start Date
Want a class start date other than
what you see here for your company
or perhaps a group of friends?
DSU and IIEI offer custom start
dates and private class offerings to
meet your needs. With a few weeks
notice, you can fit your busy schedule. Contact you Advisor to find out
more. Call Today!

(800) 474-8013
Outside the U.S. & Canada
+602-648-5750

Course starting dates are subject to change. Contact an Advisor to confirm availablity.

More Courses and Start Dates in 2012
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Dunlap- Stone University’s

D
S

2012 Gradudate of the Year is
Heidi Sankey

When Heidi Sankey decided developed the Customs-Trade
to complete her
Partnership
bachelor ’s deAgainst Tergree, she wanted
rorism Proa professionally
gram with the
significant educaU.S. Customs
tion in internaand Border
tional trade. Heidi
Protection
found DunlapAgency to
Stone University
safely expedite
and enrolled into
imports into
their International
the United
Heidi Sankey
Trade ManageStates.
ment program. In December
Along with developing vari2011, she graduated Summa Cum ous trade compliance programs
Laude with a double emphasis in for multiple departments and
Trade Compliance and Global implementing the training, Heidi
Supply Chain Management.
excels in her due diligence to
Over the past fifteen years, keep her company compliant
Heidi has played an active role with U.S. government regulawith Everbrite LLC.’s rapid tran- tions. The value she places on
sition into a Multinational Corpo- her education and the commitration. Overseeing the company’s ment to her career in trade comlogistics corporate wide, she has pliance entitles Heidi to be

DSU’s 2012 Outstanding Graduate.
Quote from Graduate: “The student advisors, instructors and staff
helped every step of the way. The
courses are relevant to my everyday
work life. I would highly recommend
Dunlap-Stone University’s International
Import-Export Institute for anyone interested in an International Trade Management career.”

2012
It is time for
You!
Isn’t it time for you to finish your
Bachelor degree in something important to you? Dust off those old
credits and apply today. Call Lisa
at (800) 474-8013.

IIEI Certification Debuts its Own Newsletter
Beginning in February 2012, IIEI Certification will debut its own e-newsletter, CertificationWatchTM.
It will not only list those who have recently earned their industry certification, but will highlight important details regarding industry certification, including certification standards changes & updates, new
volunteer requirements, volunteer activities, and related news. If you receive the GlobalWatch® newsletter you are already signed up. Keep watching for the inaugural issue.

IIEI Certification “The Global Trade Certification Standard Authority”
(877) 299-7637
(602) 443-4113

Email: info@expandglobal.com
www.industrycertification.org

The International
Import-Export Institute
at Dunlap-Stone University
11225 North 28th Drive, Suite B-201
Phoenix, Arizona USA 85029
Phone: (800) 474-8013 Outside U.S. (602) 648-5750
Fax: (602) 648-5755
Email: info@dunlap-stone.edu

Visit us Online at: http://iiei.dunlap-stone.edu
Sign up for your FREE email subscription to GlobalWatch® today!
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International Import-Export Institute
The Premier Online Accredited International Trade College

Bachelor of Science in International Trade Management Program
Choose one of these Emphasis Areas

Global Supply Chain Management
Trade Compliance Management
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careers don’t just happen,
they are planned!

Accreditation

Speak to an Academic Advisor today about your goals for tomorrow!

Visit our Website at iiei.dunlap-stone.edu
or Call (800) 474-8013 - Outside the U.S. 01-602-648-5750

